
PARTS OF A COMPUTER

Computers may look very different, but the components installed are standard. The major difference among most
machines is the brand of.

Storage devices: These are form the memory of the computer. The motherboard receives power from the
computer's power supply. October Hardware upgrade[ edit ] When using computer hardware, an upgrade
means adding new hardware to a computer that improves its performance, adds capacity or new features.
According to the EPA these e-wastes have a harmful effect on the environment unless they are disposed of
properly. Commonly known as a pointing device, it lets you point to objects on the screen, click on them, and
move them. Some video cards have two monitor connections. Otherwise a computer can be donated to
Computer Aid International which is an organization that recycles and refurbishes old computers for hospitals,
schools, universities, etc. If you are the type of person that buys their computers from retail locations, you may
see the specifications on the side of the box and not really care what is actually inside. Typically, you hold
down Ctrl, Alt, or Shift and then type another key to perform a specific task. To submit your questions or
ideas, or to simply learn more about It Still Works, contact us. The user could add a USB 3. The hard drive is
made up of small platters with a moving head. The most common mouse alternatives are below. Arrow Keys
The arrow keys are used for many different purposes, including moving the cursor, scrolling a document, and
controlling a game. Think of the clock speed as how quickly you can move your hands. Monitor: A monitor
looks like a TV screen. Main article: Minicomputer In the s and s, more and more departments started to use
cheaper and dedicated systems for specific purposes like process control and laboratory automation.
Legislation makes it mandatory to recycle computers through the government approved facilities. Mouse The
mouse is another important tool for communicating with computers. Latest posts by Charlie O'Donnell see all.
Motherboards come in a variety of sizes depending on the needs and size of your system. This is where all of
your components will fit into, when you are done with building your PC. It can be opened and closed and
usually has pre-defined areas with screws and holes where all the other Components are supposed to be placed
and attached to. Making hardware requires energy, and recycling parts will reduce air pollution , water
pollution, as well as greenhouse gas emissions. Different companies have different techniques to recycle a
wire. You can help by adding to it. Pick a CPU, check what socket it has, and then pick a compatible
Mainboard. Image-Source: Corsair If you are unsure of how much Wattage your current or future PC Build
actually needs head on over to the Wattage Calculator here that tells you exactly how much you need.


